Burbage Green Space Strategy Feedback
Burbage Parish Council has commissioned LUC to prepare a Green Space Strategy and
Management Plan for green spaces managed by the Parish Council. The Strategy will guide
investment and enhancement of green spaces in the Parish over the coming years.
We are asking people to complete a short feedback form in response to the Green Space Strategy
summary posters which are on display in Burbage Millennium Hall. This is your opportunity to let us
know what you think of the outline priorities and potential actions that will be included within the
Strategy.
Please remember to return your form once complete.
Privacy statement
1. Before completing the feedback form, please read our Consultation Privacy Statement which is
attached at the back.
Vision and objectives
2. Do you broadly agree with the Green Space Strategy Vision and Objectives? These represent
the priorities for green space management and enhancement in Burbage in the coming years.
Yes

No

Not sure

3. Is there anything that you feel is missing or that should be included in the Vision or Objectives?
(Please use the space below for your response)

Potential actions
4. Would you agree with some of the potential actions taking place in the green space local to you?
Yes

No

Not sure

5. Are there any other enhancements you would like to see to the green space local to you? Please
let us know if there are any specific green spaces in Burbage you would like to see these
enhancements. (Please use the space below for your response)

Issues and opportunities
6. Is there anything else you feel we need to consider as part of a Green Space Strategy for
Burbage? This could be specific issues, opportunities, or requirements for facilities. (Please use the
space below for your response)

LUC Consultation Privacy Statement
This privacy statement sets out the basis on which Land Use Consultants Limited (“LUC”)
may use your personal data in respect of this survey.
You acknowledge that:
•
Your personal data submitted or collected under or in connection with this
consultation (“Personal Data”) will be processed pursuant to this statement;
•
The Personal Data might include your name, address, IP address, contact details
(including email address) and any opinions that you include in response to the
survey;
•
Once you have provided your Personal Data to LUC, LUC have a legitimate interest
in utilising that Personal Data to review, analyse and produce reports in respect of
the survey;
•
LUC will use your Personal Data solely for the purpose of the survey and for no
other purpose;
•
LUC may share the Personal Data with select third parties involved with the survey
(such as LUC’s clients and other consultants and professional advisors involved in
the consultation);
•
LUC will store, process and retain your Personal Data only for as long as is
necessary, and otherwise in accordance with data protection law;
•
LUC may transfer your personal data outside the European Economic Area (EEA),
but only to known data processors where those data processors make use of server
storage outside the EEA and with whom LUC has a binding data protection
agreement; and
•
LUC will only retain your personal data for as long as necessary to fulfil the
purposes we collected it for. To determine the appropriate retention period for
personal data, we consider the amount, nature, and sensitivity of the personal data,
the potential risk of harm from unauthorised use or disclosure of your personal data,
the purposes for which we process your personal data and whether we can achieve
those purposes through other means, and the applicable legal requirements. LUC
may anonymise your personal data (so that it can no longer be associated with you)
for research or statistical purposes in which case we may use this information
indefinitely without further notice to you.
You have legal rights regarding the Personal Data (including the right to request access to,
or the correction of, your personal data).
If you have any questions, or if you wish to exercise your rights over your Personal Data, you
may contact LUC at 250 Waterloo Road, London SE1 8RD or database@landuse.co.uk.
If you wish to make a complaint regarding the treatment of your Personal Data, you may
contact the Information Commissioner’s Office (“ICO”). The ICO is the UK’s supervisory
authority for data protection issues and further details (including further details of your legal
rights over your Personal Data) can be found at www.ico.org.uk.

